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1. Elimination of a proposal from the competi- 
tive range, thereby leaving a competitive 
range of one, is improper where the record 
shows that informational deficiencies in the 

would have been required. to makt,Lt accept-,. 
able. 

proposal were not so material that major rc..', 

revbimxs ana. addft€onsF. to the. proposal . ~, f. 3 , -  

2. Proposal preparation cost may be covered 
where: ( 1 )  the agency's rejection of the 
proposal was unreasonable, and thus 
arbitrary and capricious; and (2) the 
offeror should have been determined by the 
agency to be in the competitive range with a 
reasonable chance at the award, but the 
agency's arbitrary action makes it impossi-, 
ble to determine precisely how substantial 
that chance was. 

Falcon Systems, Inc. protests the award of a contract 
to International Business Machines Corporation (IBM) under 
request for proposals (RFP) No. MDA903-83-R-0069 issued by 
the Defense Supply Service-Washington (DSS), Department of 
the Army, Washington, D.C. Falcon contends that DSS acted 
unreasonably in determining its lower-priced proposal to be 
technically unacceptable without holding any discussions, 
and in awarding the contract to IBM which, with the elimi- 
nation of Falcon, was the only firm that remained in the 
competitive range, Falcon also maintains that various 
procedural irregularities occurred during the selection 
process. We sustain the protest. 

Background 

The RFP, issued May 6, 1983, solicited proposals 
for data processing equipment and associated items and 
services, Specifically, the RFP was for the two-phased 



acquisition of a mainframe central processing.unit (IBM 
3083  series, AS 7000/9000 series, or Amdahl 470 series) and 
IBM or equal compatible peripheral equipment for use in 
office management and word processing. 

tJh fI'e SE 1 f3rnuw rrtrrrsokfcrtcdPi - I1ss.. "rec&ve& prqms&s ~ 

from only 2 € b u s . ,  Palcon. and XBffW byt 3une 24., the clos- 

proposals were forwarded to a Technical Evaluation P 
(TEP) for evaluation in accordance with the RFP's techni- 
cal evaluation criteria. The TEP, in its report dated 
July 1 3 ,  determined that Falcon's technical proposal w a s  
"unresponsive" because of numerous deficiencies which, in 
the opinion of the TEP, could not be remedied without 
major revisions to the proposal. Shortly thereafter 
contra&hq.officer, based on the TEP's determinatio 

deficient that there was no basis for discussions; sub- : 
sequent negotiations were therefore limited to the only 
firm remaining in the competitive range, IBM. 

concluded that Falcon's proposal was so technically , -  

Despite repeated inquiries by Falcon, the firm was not 
notified that its proposal had been excluded from the 
competitive range until September 27, when the contract 
was awarded to IBM, approximately 60 days after DSS made 
its determination that Falcon's proposal was technically 
unacceptable. 

Interested Party Status 

A s  a preliminary matter, DSS argues that Falcon is not 
an interested party eligible to protest under our Bid 
Protest Procedures, 4 C.F.R. § 21.2(a) ( 1 9 8 4 ) ,  because 
Falcon's proposal failed to meet all RFP requirements and 
thus was unacceptable. 

Falcon, however, is clearly an interested party. 
The substance of Falcon's protest concerns the propriety 
of its exclusion by DSS from the competitive range. 
Obviously, before we reach the conclusion that a proposal 
was reasonably determined by an agency to be technically 
unacceptable and that the unsuccessful offeror is no longer 
interested to protest agency procurement actions, we must 
examine the propriety and reasonableness of the agency's 
actions with respect to the rejected proposal. 
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Accordingly, we find no merit to the agency's posi- . 
tion. Falcon, by protesting its exclusion frdm the com- . 
petitive range and by requesting a properly conducted 
resolicitation of this requirement, clearly has that 
direct and substantial economic interest that makes it ant . 
in ' ~ . c a p d e F , o m r : p r o c c d p r r ~ ~  see enerzrsx 
D i e ~ o r p a r a t i o r r ,  ~ 5 8 '  C a p 6  ,C%?n'-. 1.1 ti m ? w & . - - . .  
t 3.14.w. 

Evaluation of Proposals 

Essentially, DSS contends that Falcon's proposal was 
technically deficient in many individual areas which,'when 
viewed in their totality, made it clear that Falcon's 
proposal was so defective as to make discussions meaning-. 
L e s s ,  F a l c o m  alleges that  the.?def iciencies: cite& bpt"Dssr. '. 
were minor  an^ correctable; .that FalcorPs praposaX. was 
sufficiently meritorious to be included in the competitive' 
range: and that DSS could have realized potential savings 
of approximately $2 million by accepting its proposal 
rather than that of IBM. 

There is no requirement that an agency permit an 
offeror to revise an initial proposal when the revisions 
required to make the proposal acceptable are of such 
magnitude as to be tantamount to the submission of another 
proposal. See Decilo2, B-198614, Sept. 3, 1980, 80-2 CPD 
11 169. Generally, however, a proposal must be considered 
to be within the competitive range unless it is so 
technically inferior or out of line as to price as to 
render discussions meaningless. 53 Comp. Gen. 1 (1973). 
This is particularly the case if there otherwise would be 
only one offeror remaining. 50 Comp. Gen. 670 (1971). 
Thus, while the initial determination of whether a proposal 
is in the competitive range, particularly with respect to 
technical considerations, is primarily a matter of 
administrative discretion which will not be disturbed by 
our Office absent a clear showing that the determination 
lacked a reasonable basis, Dynalectron Corporation, 
B-185027, Sept. 22, 1976, 76-2 CPD 11 267, we will closely 
scrutinize any determination that results, as here, in only 

- 

one offeror being included in the competitive range. 
Comten-Comress, B-183379, June 30, 1975, 75-1 CPD 11 4 0 0 .  
A s  we said in Comten-Comress, supra: 

Id.:* 

"If there is a close question of acceptabil- 
ity; if there is an opportunity for signifi- 
cant cost savings; if the inadequacies of 
the solicitation contributed to the tech- 
nical deficiency of the proposal; if the 
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informational deficiency could be reasonably 
corrected by relatively limited discussions, 
then inclusion of the proposal in the 
competitive range and discussions are in 
Q K ~ ,  -. -- 8l 

The followinq-are tharGnm.$ar: &f€cftrtckeakttm TEE: f d .  
io Pa&.ct?nk- propwsal, we l i e<  them.  brkef Ip- sfwIp+ 
indicate the nature of the deficiencies, together with 
Falcon's responses and our observations: 

Deficiency # 1  

DSS: DSS states that Falcon failed to indicate its under- . 
standing of RFP requirements for a total integrated systeer 
because while: Falcon listed numerous available iterW-uf , 

equipment- and features in its technica l  proposal, the firm':'- 
did not specify the exact equipment, features, options, or . *  

capabilities that it was offering for either phase one or 
phase two requirements. 

- 

Falcon's response: Falcon states that its cost proposal 
specified the exact equipment that it was offering in both 
phase one and phase two, and that its omission of this 
information from the technical portion of its proposal was 
a deficiency of form, not substance. 

GAO observation: The agency does not contend that any 
particular combination of the various equipment and - -  
optional features described in Falcon's technical proposal, 
properly selected and identified, would have been techni- 
cally unacceptable. Rather, the gist of this deficiency 
is that Falcon failed to identify the exact items and 
features it was offering from otherwise potentially accept- 
able choices described in the technical portion of Falcon's 
proposal. We think this omission, at most, is an informa- 
tional deficiency that could have been easily corrected by 
a telephone call even if Falcon had not otherwise identi- 
fied the items in question in its cost proposal. The 
agency does not argue otherwise. 

Deficiency #2 

DSS: The agency states that Falcon failed to include 4 1  
necessary multiplexers in its proposed system configura- 
tion. The system architecture is incomplete without these 
devices. 

- 
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Falcon's response: Falcon states that this inadvertent 
omission from its technical proposal was wholly 
insignificant since the procurement involves $10 million 
worth of equipment and services, and the questioned it.- 
has. = --..pLiCIT. aLE $822, - PUrth-h' F ~ ~ o B I * - W S ' W  -. 
o m i t t e &  Ltepss,- w!sre?* L m S u d e & - .  krr, Lt&.' co(/FLp pragws& 'r* 

GAW obstrpatfmr- we find: it,aff;fcnrt':to+accopt. tm:.w . 
$822 item in a $10  million procurement constitutes any 
ground for rejection of a proposal where, as here, a 
minimal effort at discussions would have remedied the 
problem. 

Deficiency #3 

DSSr The.agency states that Falcon failed ta indtnW?-hr* 
its system configuration provisions for: the use of-eight 
existing IBM 3370  disk drives and other unspecified 
equipment currently on line. 

Falcon's response: Falcon acknowledges that it omitted a 
discussion of the disk drives, which were required to be 
used only transitionally in transferring the existing 
software to the new system. Falcon also states that it did 
not show an IBM controller (valued at approximately $1,000 
per month) on the proposal's schematic, Falcon, however, 
notes that this deficiency did not affect any integral part 
of its proposed system. Falcon further states that this 
deficiency was minor and could have been corrected by a 
minimal alteration to the schematic. 

GAO observation: We question whether the omission of a 
technical discussion concerning a transitional requirement, 
related only to the proposed transfer of existing software 
to the new system, is a major defect where the equipment is 
otherwise satisfactory. 
IBM-compatible, and nothing in the record suggests that 
minimal discussions would not have corrected the omission. 

Falcon's offered system is 

Deficiency #4  

- DSS: Falcon's proposal failed to reflect a capability to 
provide a video output feature as required; Falcon offered 
only a Memorex 2079 color display station. In all, 28 of 
these items are required. 

Falcon's response: The video output feature is available 
as an option for the Memorex 2079 at a price of $20. One 
additional sentence to Falcon's lengthy technical proposal 
would have corrected the problem. 
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GAO observation: The contracting agency does hot dispute 
Falcon's position as to the insignificance of this 
deficiency in terms of price, or the ease of correction. 

n e f i d - q t .  t5- 

its ~mftalrE cantraITer a r e  esuivalent tu the spec i f fedWBF 
controller, and did not adequately discuss the features arr'd 
options offered. 

- DSS: F~ZCOEE airL+not. add- whethem thc: ~ ~ U k t f ~ b f ~  

Falcon's response: Falcon disputes the agency's concl:u-, 
sion and points to sections of its proposal where the 
technical equivalence of its controller was discussed; 

G R 6 ' U b s r r v a t h ? Z .  The proposal did identify the c o m T I e r  
beinq offered, and there is nothing in the recora to 
suqqest that simple discussions could not have clarified 
the-capabilities of the questioned item. 

Deficiencies %6 and # 7  

DSS: Falcon failed to explain adequately how IRM software 
would be processed on its Amdahl central processing unit. 
Falcon also failed to discuss adequately how it proposed to 
inteqrate the equipment from its three major vendors to 
provide a complete functional system. The agency further 
questions Falcon's experience and qeneral capability to 
accomplish the delivery of an integrated system. 

- 

Falcon's response: Falcon argues that the software 
processinq requirements are discussed in various portions 
of its proposal. Falcon also states that it did address its 
hardware inteqration approach and that, in any event, this 
matter improperly questions its responsibility as a 
prospective contractor, which is beyond the scope of a 
technical evaluation. 

GAO observation: We have reviewed Falcon's Droposal and 
find these matters to be the only serious information 
deficiencies, since Falcon's discussion of these matters in 
its proposal was cursory and brief. However, we also note 
that the aqency has never arqued that any one or two 
individual deficiencies were so serious as to warrant 
rejection of Falcon's proposal. 

Deficiency #8 

- DSS: Falcon failed to provide a list of trainina courses 
available. 
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Falcon's response: The list Of training courses was inad-.- 
vertently omitted. However, the list could have easily 
been provided upon request and would certainly not have 
required major revision of. t h e  proposal. * < ;  > * 

Deficiency f 9  

DSS: Falcon's functional schematic, system configuratfon. 
table, electrical requirements table, and environmental 
table were inadequate and incomplete. Falcon failed to 
show where its central processins unit fit in its propose& 
configaratiorr, and the existing disk drives and mult.W.::., 
p-lexers wereamissinq from the canf iquration- for phase.' one; 
DSS suqgests that while the addition of these  items to 
Falcon's proposal might have been simple, the  asency had 
to assume that Falcon's proposal, as initially submitted, 
was accurate and complete since Falcon did not formally 
take any exception to the RFP's requirements. 

- 

Falcon's response: The functional schematic does show its 
central processina unit in the configuration. A s  stated 
previously, the multiplexers and disk drives, omitted from 
the proposal's text, were also missinq from the schematic. 
The electrical and environmental tables needed minimal 
chanqe to make them acceptable. 

GAO observation: We agree with the aqency that the sche- 
matics were incomplete and made no distinction between 
phase one and phase two requirements. However, we do not 
agree with DSS' assumption that the proposal must have been 
complete as submitted. The very purpose of neqotiations 
after receipt of initial proposals is to remedy proposal 
defects and omissions. 

Deficiencies #10 and # 1 1  and # 1 2  

DSS: Falcon d i d  not address "Tab D" of the RFP, which 
required a discussion of system interfaces in the pro- 
posal. Further, Falcon did not address quality assurance 
requirements or installation of the system. 

- 

Falcon's response: No additional discussion of interface 
-he FFP; there were no operational 
demonstrations or benchmarks reauired for quality assurance 
purposes: and installation was a simple procedure requirinu 
no modification of the site. 
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GAO observation: It is clear from the record that these 
items are of peripheral importance and none materially 
affected the potential acceptability of Falcon's system. 

In our. view,.ke is -t. that Dss: dk& Mt7 f i Z &  tkek 
equkpnmyt an&. servkcew affetedi.'bp. Falcorr top be.. intt-F 
technically unacceptable or unsuitable for the agency's 
actual requirements: rather, DSS' position is that Falcon 
did not provide enough technical information for subsequent. 
discussion to be meaningful. 

A s  stated previously, with the elimination of Falcon, 
only one firm remained in the competitive range, the-. 
sf-vely- creating a sole-source- procurement L ~estk&nk- 
that under such circumstances ,:. it is incumbent upon an 
agency, in the interest of maximizing competition, to keep 
an informationally deficient proposal in the competitive 
range unless further discussions based on that proposal 
would be truly meaningless. Here, based on the record, we 
do not think that Falcon's proposal, either in its 
individual elements or in its totality, was so materially 
deficient from an information standpoint that discussions 
would have been meaningless or that any revisions would 
have constituted a new proposal. It is clear that a number 
of the alleged deficiencies simply reflect omissions from 
the technical proposal of items that were included in the 
cost proposal, while other deficiencies seem insignificant 
either as to price or function. 

We are not saying that an agency may never reject a 
proposal for informational deficiencies when to do so would 
leave only one offeror in the competitive range. However, 
such instances are rare, and the deficiencies would have to 
be so irremedial that the agency has no reasonable alterna- 
tive but to proceed with a sole-source procurement. In our 
view, DSS, at best, evaluated Falcon's proposal as if 
numerous competitive offers had been received, and con- 
cluded that any additional effort to secure more infor- 
mation from Falcon was, on balance, not worthwhile. The 
procurement regulations, however, state that when there 
is doubt as to whether a proposal is within the competi- 
tive range, that doubt must be resolved by including the 
proposal. - See Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR) 
S 3-805.2(a). Under the circumstances, we find the 
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agency's rejection of Falcon's proposal unreasonable, 
we sustain the protest on this issue. 

and:. 

I - ,. Procedural Irregularities 

v-* me prutastee %&sa - ~ E & . n s ~ t k a e  €~-*uasvser3mud 
prej&ced by thee.age-*=. f&ke to: gius. 
w e e k l ~ .  t&ephone fnqpiries 3- fW%xm~ that  I 
posal had been excluded from the competitive range 
approximately 60 days after DSS determined the proposal to 
be technically unacceptable. The protester states that had 
it been properly notified in a timely manner, it could h a w  
immediately protested the unreasonable exclusion of its 
proposal to our Office so that corrective action could have 
been  effected prior to award. 

The agency relies.on. the following regulation (DAR,. 
S 3-508.2 (a)): 

"In any procurement . . . in which it 
appears that the period of evaluation of 
proposals is likely to exceed 30 days or 
in which a limited number of suppliers have 
been selected for additional discussion . . . the contracting officer, upon determi- 
nation that a proposal is unacceptable, 
shall provide prompt notice of that fact to 
the source submitting the proposal. 
notice need not be given where the proposed 
contract is to be awarded within a few days 
and [post-award notice] would suffice. In 
addition to stating that the proposal has 
been determined unacceptable, notice to the 
offeror shall indicate, in general terms, 
the basis for such determination and shall 
advise that, since further negotiation with 
him concerning this procurement is not 
contemplated, a revision of his proposal 
will not be considered." 

Such 

The contracting officer states that she did not expect the 
evaluation of proposals to exceed 30 days, so that notice 
was not required. The agency admits that Falcon did 
telephonically request information about the status of its 
proposal during the 2 months following rejection of its 
proposal. The agency states that it advised Falcon on 
these occasions as follows: 
competitive range, we will hold discussions with you." 

"If you are found to be in the 
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We think the agency's reliance on the ab,ove-quoted 
regulation is misplaced. In our view, the reason the 
regulation permits dispensing with immediate notice when 
the period of evaluation is not likely to exceed 30 days is 
that. psL?e%i%L- ' ' nai i se .  wculd.. al90t.- 8 a c r . ~ p , ,  
r e j ~ ~ c t i o n -  notkcai . Whem thc'pe- ofl e ~ u a t i o m ~ a c t a s t ~  
exceeds. -30 days or more+. we'  belieue me. regulatiorr requires.. 
prunrpuTlutktF'. ta t€IF SdtIrmF Snbmk+tinp.t)re, u n w  ' _. , -  

proposal since the contracting officer's initial expecta- 
tion of a short evaluation period, the basis for dispensing 
with immediate notice, is no longer valid. Further, where, 
as here, an offeror repeatedly requests information about.. 
the status of its proposal, we do not believe it is suffi- 
cient for the agency merely to parrot general negotiation 
pr inc ip le s  in response to a specific question concerning-.a ~ 

techmi-1 prwpsa l  that:hs already been found to. be.- 
nicalZy unacceptable. We therefore find the lack of notice 
to have been procedurally improper. 

Falcon makes several other complaints, such as that 
the agency made material changes in the RFP without 
affording Falcon an opportunity to revise its proposal, and 
that the contract awarded to IBM contained material 
deviations from the REP concerning specification and 
pricing provisions. Since we have already sustained 
Falcon's protest on other grounds, we need not consider 
these matters. 

Recommendation For Corrective Action 

We understand that the major portion of phase one 
equipment has been delivered. However, a portion of phase 
one equipment is optional and has not been delivered, nor 
has any phase two equipment. Further, the contract for 
fiscal year 1985 is renewable solely at the option of the 
government. 

In view of our findings above, we recommend: 1) that 
DSS not exercise any options under the contract; 2 )  that 
DSS immediately cease all discretionary purchases of phase 
one and phase two equipment under the contract; and 3 )  that 
DSS resolicit any unfulfilled requirements. 

We also believe Falcon is entitled to recover the 
costs of preparing its proposal. The basic criterion for 
such recovery is whether the agency has acted arbitrarily 
or capriciously in evaluating the claimant's proposal, 
and the claimant would have had a substantial chance of 
receiving the award but for the agency's improper action. 
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- See System Development Corporation and Cray Research, Inc, 
--Request for Reconsideration, B-208662.2, April 2, 1984, 
63 Comp. Gen. , 84-1 CPD 9 368. 

_ .  
favoring the claimant. - See M.L. Mackay &-Associates, Inc , ,  
B-208827, June 1, 1983, 83-1 CPD 1 587. Here, Falcon's 
proposal clearly should have been included in the competi- 
tive range. By definition, a proposal in the competikfwe. 
range has a reasonable chance for award. DAR $3 3-805.2, 
We therefore believe fairness requires a finding that 
Falcon?s. chance. at the award is sufficient to s u p p o ~ & v ~  
r e c u m  of proposal preparation. costa. bas& ~ r r  DSW: : 
arbitrary and capricious. action. 
Corporation and Cray Research, 1nc.--Request for Recon- 
sideration, supra. Falcon should submit substantiating 
documentation to DSS to establish the amount it is entitled 
to recover. 

System Development 

Since this decision contains a recommendation for 
corrective action, we are furnishing copies to the Senate 
Committees on Governmental Affairs and Appropriations and 
the House Committees on Government Operations and Appropri- 
ations under section 236 of the Legislative Reorganization 
Act of 1970, 31 U.S.C. S 720 (1982), which requires the 
submission of written statements by the agency to the 
committees concerning the action taken with respect to our 
recommendation. 

!ihe+kk I@* 
The protest is sustained. 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 
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